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5 Archive of Aerial
Photographs
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The Archive of Aerial Photographs has been part of the Institute of Archaeology of the CAS
in Prague (IAP) since 1992. A large number of aerial images (c. 20,000) have been collected
here during the intensive aerial survey which began immediately after being allowed by the
state system and lasts until today. Most of the photographs come from the Institute´s survey
activities conducted with its own aircraft. The photographs exist in both analogue and digital form. In 2012-2015, a systematic catalogue of existing photos and corresponding sites was
created as part of the Archaeological Map of the Czech Republic project and other collaborating projects on aerial archaeology. Photographs from several other archaeological institutions
in Bohemia have also been included. Sites identified from the air as specific marks on crops or
soil and many standing historical monuments have been recorded. This data will become part
of the AMCR information system and contribute to the Europe-wide ARIADNE research
infrastructure. Aerial photographs can be described and linked to other database objects by
means of the specialized AMCR module. The rectification, geo-referencing and vectorisation
of selected aerial photos is currently being carried out independently of AMCR activities.
The Archive of Aerial Photographs will be accessible via the AMCR tools in the near
future.

5.1 ARCHAEOLOGICAL REMOTE SURVEY
Aerial archaeology is a research field whose significance has been fully recognised
only in the context of archaeological landscape surveys, landscape history, studies of
the past settlement structures and the systematic documentation of historical and
archaeological heritage (Kuna et al. 2004; Gojda 2008a). Today, aerial photography is
regarded as part of archaeological remote sensing, a sub-field incorporating a broad
range of methods: oblique photography from low-flying aircraft, vertical aerial
photography (for map-making), imaging in various sections of the electromagnetic
spectrum, aerial laser scanning and the analysis of satellite images (Barber 2011;
Gojda 2007; Gojda et al. 2010; Kuzma 2010; Šmejda 2009; Brophy – Cowley eds. 2005;
Wilson 2000).
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Aerial archaeology emerged rather late in the Czech Republic (CR), only after the
political and social transformations of 1989; in the preceding period, free imaging
and the use of aerial photographs had been virtually impossible, as any spatial
information of this kind was treated as secret by the communist regime. Beginning
in the 1990s, Czech archaeology strove to make up for lost time and was very
successful in doing so. Already in the 1990s, several research grants made it possible
to build a specialised department at the Institute of Archaeology CAS in Prague (IAP)
and equip it with the necessary technological devices, including the Institute’s own
aircraft.1 Nevertheless, over the course of the past twenty years of systematic aerial
survey at the IAP it has been possible to put together an extensive archive of oblique
aerial images and related data.
The meaningful use of oblique aerial images necessitates their complex specialised
processing, with the taking of photographs representing only the initial step; many
aerial images, however, are no longer processed and remain in their initial (heuristic)
form. This is also why it is very important to engage in the next phases of aerial data
processing, namely site analysis (either by professional visual inspection or with the
aid of specialised electronic tools), classification and description, and transcription (by
geo-referencing and vectorisation) into plans and maps. The need for the transcription
of the interpreted aerial photographs into maps has been emphasized ever since the
early days of aerial archaeology (i.e. Crawford – Keiller 1928; Horne 2011; Palmer
1977). Only once this process is complete the aerial data can become full-fledged
sources for archaeology, comparable to other developed archaeological field methods.

5.2 ARCHIVE OF AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS
Since 1992, the Archive of Aerial Photographs (AAP) has been systematically created
within a long-term research programme of the IAP. It has been used for the continuous storage of visual data (photographs and video records/films) obtained by
aerial survey and remote landscape documentation.
The AAP is divided into two sections: the analogue and the digital. The former is
composed of sources that had been acquired from the beginning of the aerial
archaeology programme in the early 1990s to the second half of the last decade,
before digital technology took over the principal role in archaeological photography.
The analogue section of the archive can be divided into the following parts:
• Library of aerial photographs. This most extensive section of the analogue AAP
consists of files – currently 840 binders organised by cadastres – containing
selected (the best) paper-printed photos (enlarged either from negatives or slides),
a copy of a 1:10,000 paper map of the cadastre area showing the position of individual sites (as polygons), and basic textual information on sites. This is primarily
the part of the archive that is widely visited by professionals.
1
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The aircraft (Cessna 172) was used by the IAP until 2015, when it was sold and activities of the department shifted to other technologies.
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• Collection of negatives (both colour and black-and-white). Altogether 6,500 shots
from 380 films, available either as film originals or 1:1 positive contacts copies.
This data is currently in the process of digitalisation.
• Collection of 5,700 colour slides organised in two groups ordered according to (i)
the site category and (ii) the date of acquisition.
The AAP digital section consists of three sets of copies of the photos, mostly in
JPG and/or RAW formats. The photographs are administered through Zoner Photo
Studio software, which is also used for the description of images in a template defined by IAP archivists (Fig. 5.1). Copies of the photos are stored in two other directories, where they are organised either chronologically or by the site category; this
arrangement will be soon be outdated when the AMCR module takes over the task
of querying data. All digital data is stored on the IAP servers.
Another part of the AAP digital section contains 15-hour footage shot with a digital video camera. In addition to the original scanning medium (magnetic videotapes), this data is saved on a hard disk, VHS and DVD media. The contents of the
complete footage may be searched with the aid of site lists corresponding to each of
the DVDs.
Two alphanumerical databases are available for the scopes of the AAP digital data
collection, namely the list of flights (incorporating flight tracks as recorded by GPS
device and basic information on recorded sites), and a database of scanned slides
kept in the archive.
The AAP has recently been supplemented by collections of digital aerial photographs from the Institute of NW Bohemian Archaeological Heritage Care in Most
(INWBAHC) and the Museum of the Bohemian Paradise (MBP) in Turnov (for
information on their numbers, see Tab. 5.1). The process of description and transfer
of aerial photos from the Museum of West Bohemia in Pilsen began this year. By
systematically gathering aerial photographs from other institutions, the AAP aims

Tab. 5.1 Characteristis of the aerial archeaology activities in Bohemia and their results deposited in the IAP.
Institution
AAP

Item

Number

Hours spent in the air during air survey (1992-2015)

915

Sites discovered by aerial survey

946

Film negatives (films)

6,500 (380)

Slides

5 700

Digital photographs

9 025

Library of analogue air photographs (number of cadastre files)

840

Reports upon individual air-survey flights

409

Digital video footage (hours)

15

INWBAHC

Sites discovered by aerial survey (stored in the AAP)

640 (6,530)

MBP

Sites discovered by aerial survey (stored in the AAP)

200 (763)
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Fig. 5.1 Zoner Photo Studio editor programme used for the description of aerial and other field photographs in the everyday practice of the IAP. A: Alphabetically arranged set of aerial photographs within the
manager module of the ZPS. B: IAP template prepared by the IAP Archive and used for the description of
aerial photographs. Description fields: document type (“typ dokumentu”) – cropmarks; type of activity area
(“areál”) – rondel – circular ditch; shape (“tvar”) – medium-sized circular enclosure, maculae cluster, line;
description (“popis”); note (“poznámka”); access (“přístup”) – B / permission of the author is required;
period (“kultura”) – Late Neolithic?, prehistory; feature (“obsah”) – enclosure, pits, river meander, etc.
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to ensure their safety and availability in the future, the standardisation of their
description and (in agreement with their authors, of course) their easier accessibility
for professionals and the general public.

5.3 AAP WITHIN THE AMCR INFORMATION SYSTEM
The above-mentioned state of the AAP still reflects the traditional approaches to data
archiving and the possibilities of aerial photograph management in the “pre-digital”
age. Although important steps have been taken during the past two decades to complete the archive collection, namely in terms of the description, storage and accessibility of the data, they have not been processed thus far in a way corresponding to
modern standards (Gojda 2008b).
The reorganisation of the AAP began in 2012 within the Archaeological Map of the
CR (AMCR) project and the parallel research project of the authors.2 The AAP information system has the following goals: (i) to conclude the metadata description of all
photographs in the archive; (ii) to create a database system in which all metadata are
stored; (iii) to integrate the segment of aerial archaeology into the central AMCR
information system; and (iv) to ensure the reliable storage of all data in the digital
repositories of the IAP.
All AAP data are now processed digitally, and even the originally analogue
images are being converted (scanned). The processing of aerial data involves:
• creating a data model for the given type of data;
• creating authority files of sites, flights and photographs and defining mutual links
among the objects of these files;
• describing all objects in the database using standard methods and AMCR glossaries;
• the implementation of data objects from the AAP into the AMCR, i.e. harmonising identifiers (especially those belonging to sites and documents – photographs);
• advanced processing of aerial photographs with the goal of providing standard
geo-referenced information (rectification of oblique images, geo-referencing of
images, vectorisation of archaeological features, etc.).
The data model of the AAP consists of three interlinked tables: Sites, Flights and
Photos (Fig. 2.6). The Sites table identifies individual sites in aerial photographs and
assigns them unique identifiers. A “site” is understood as a group of features visible
from the air that can be spatially defined as a polygon on a 1:10,000 map (Fig. 5.2; see
also Chapter 2.1.3). Two categories of sites are considered thus far: (i) sites intrinsic
to aerial archaeology and mostly newly discovered by this approach (mainly through
crop or soil marks, etc.) and (ii) sites that were primarily recorded by other methods
of archaeological and historical survey, where aerial photography just provides
2

From Find to Structure. Remote Sensing Information System and Aerial Photography Potential for
Creation of Archaeological Maps. Grant Agency of the CR, 2013-2015, principal investigator M. Gojda. This
article has been prepared as part of the activities of this project.
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Fig. 5.2 Černuc (Kladno distr.), central Bohemia. Prehistoric sites identified from the air. Their extent
(identified in the aerial photographs by cropmarks) is displayed as polygons within a GIS-based
archaeological map.

additional information or attractive illustrations (mostly standing buildings or ruins
surviving above the ground such as castles, hillforts, etc.). In the case of the latter
category, attention must be paid to the harmonisation of identifiers that must be
shared with other parts of the information system. Data such as the name of individual archaeological site, cadastre (parish), region, PIAN (spatial polygon) and other
information are recorded for each site.
The Flights table consists of data on the date and time of each flight, the location
of the flight take-off/landing, type of aircraft, soil type, vegetation type, visibility, etc.
The Photos table includes information on the factual contents of the photographs.
This mainly means a formalized description of the visible archaeological features and
their potential interpretation and date (Fig. 5.1). Information on the author, date/time
of survey and technical parameters of the photograph itself is also present.
The AAP data model was designed within the AMCR project, and the glossaries
originate from the same source. If they are applied to aerial images from various other
institutions in Bohemia, we can expect to achieve significant progress in terms of the
standardisation, comprehensiveness and accessibility of the data.
The long-term goals of AAP upgrading include the preparation of plans of sites
and areas with marks (mostly cropmarks) indicating human activities. These plans
are gradually vectorised in a GIS environment. Examples of the results are displayed
in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4. Rectified and vectorised photos represent a separate layer in the
94
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Fig. 5.3 Račiněves (Litoměřice dist.). Several rectified and redrawn oblique images placed over an
orthophotograph. Dark violet spots (maculae) and the violet line represent buried prehistoric features
(mostly sunken houses and pits); light violet features are uncertain. The dashed polygon in the northern
part of the map marks the extent of an accumulated arable soil layer covering archaeological features.
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Fig. 5.4 Třeboutice (Litoměřice dist.). Fortification system from the mid-19th century. Light violet
polygons represent interpreted cropmarks of two completely and one partly ploughed-out artillery
forts (A, B, C), an infantry fortlet (lower part of the image, D), defensive ditch-and-rampart lines
connecting forts into one fortification unit (E) and three ruined side forts preserved as earthworks
(dark violet polygons, F, G, H). Map from http://www.mapy.cz.
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AMCR system. The production of digital orthorectified plans will also continue in
the future, most probably for the next several years.
The AAP offers materials that can be used for archaeological research and heritage management. It may also serve as a unique record of the state of the Czech cultural landscape at the beginning of the 3rd millennium. Aerial archaeology as such is
currently going through complex conceptual changes at the IAP. After approximately
twenty years of extensive aerial survey (since 1997 carried out by the Institute’s own
aircraft), plans now call for a reduction in aerial survey itself and the sale of the airplane (Fig. 5.5). Instead of an extensive survey from a plane, intensive surveys of
chosen sites using drones will be the focus in the coming years. This transformation
will probably also lead to a decreasing inflow of new photos (from new sites) and it
will allow the AAP staff to focus on processing the already existing contents of the
archive. We are convinced that the collection of aerial survey data, processed
according to the currently valid standards, will nevertheless continue to represent
one of the main source of information for archaeological heritage management in the
CR. We believe that the standardisation of methods and metadata from aerial survey
will improve co-operation among various institutions and the results of their activities will find their way into the central archive integrated within the AMCR.

Fig. 5.5 The IAP aircraft Cessna OK-EKD that was used for aerial survey since 1997 and the logo of
the IAP Aerial Survey Programme on its door.
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